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Abstract: Striking variation exists in preferences for specific spatial linguistic strategies among different
speech communities. Increasing evidence now suggests that this might not simply be a result of neutral drift,
but rather a form of linguistic adaptation to the local social, cultural, or physical environment. Recent studies
indicate that different factors like topography, subsistence style, and bilingualism successfully predict the
choice of spatial frames of reference (FoR) on linguistic and non-linguistic tasks. However, the exact causal
relationships between these variables and the cultural evolutionary mechanisms behind the selection of one
FoR strategy over another are still not fully understood. In this paper, we argue that to arrive at a more
mechanistic and causal understanding of the cultural evolution of spatial language, observations from
descriptive fieldwork should be combined with experimental and computational methods. In the framework
we present, causal relationships between linguistic and non-linguistic variables (such as FoR choice and
topography) can be isolated and systematically tested in order to shed light on how sociotopographic factors
motivate the variation in spatial language we observe cross-linguistically. We discuss experimental results
from behavioral studies and computer simulations that illustrate how this approach can deliver empirical
findings that go beyond simple correlations.
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1 Introduction

Increasing empirical evidence suggests that language structure does not evolve in a void, but rather adapts to
its wider social, cultural, and physical environment (see Lupyan and Dale [2016] for a review). Proposed links
between linguistic and environmental variables include the relationships between morphological complexity
and population structure (Bentz andWinter 2013; Lupyan and Dale 2010), between climate and sound systems
(Everett et al. 2015), lexical categories (Brown and Lindsey 2004; Regier et al. 2016), and even subtle biases
resulting from anatomy (Dediu et al. 2017), diet (Blasi et al. 2019), or communicative pressures (Coupé et al.
2019). One domain for which links between linguistic and non-linguistic variables remain hotly debated is
spatial referencing, or more precisely, variation in the use of spatial frames of reference (FoR), conceptual
coordinate systems used to express spatial relations between objects. For instance, certain speech commu-
nities prefer a viewpoint-centered “egocentric” FoR to relate a figure to a ground object (e.g., the ball is to the
left of the car), while others prefer an absolute or environment-centered “geocentric” FoR (e.g., the ball is north/
uphill of the car; see, e.g., Levinson 2003; Levinson andWilkins 2006;Majid et al. 2004). It has been argued that
these differences do not simply constitute cross-linguistic variation, but also affect speakers’ general judg-
ments and cognitive strategies on non-linguistic spatial tasks (e.g., Haun et al. 2011; Levinson 2003;Majid et al.
2004; Pederson et al. 1998), although this remains highly controversial (e.g., Diessel 2014; Gallistel 2002; Li et
al. 2011; Li and Gleitman 2002; Newcombe and Huttenlocher 2000; Pinker 2007). However, independently of
the neo-Whorfian debate, it remains an unresolved issuewhere these systems originate from, andwhy they are
distributed in the way are. A long philosophical tradition regarded egocentric spatial concepts as innate and
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“natural”, but this turned out to be a Eurocentric fallacy resulting from the lack of cross-cultural data (see, e.g.,
Levinson 2003: Ch. 1). Experimental evidence suggests that geocentric spatial reasoning might in fact be the
default among primates and easier to acquire in development in both great apes (Haun et al. 2006) and human
children (Shusterman and Li 2016). This suggests that geocentric FoR might be “older”, while egocentric
systems are a more recent innovation.

The overall variation and distribution of FoRs among the world’s languages can be understood as the
cumulative outcome of cultural evolutionary processes, which operate according to principles of function,
fitness, replication, and selection (Dediu et al. 2013).1 It is an open question whether this distribution is mainly
due to neutral drift and historical contingency or can be explained in terms of adaptation to external variables
such as the social or physical environment. In this paper, we argue that in order to answer this question, the
relationship between spatial referencing and environment must be studied by looking through this cultural
evolutionary lens. Spatial linguistic practices are cultural phenomena and as such deeply intertwined with
other social or demographic factors. Cross-sectional observational data obtained from, for example, language
description can serve as a starting point to describe variation, but correlations between linguistic and non-
linguistic variables do not explain the underlying mechanisms. Instead, we suggest that causal links and
dependencies can bemade explicit and tested in isolation. Our aim is to demonstrate how this can be achieved
with experiments that model the emergence and evolution of spatial referencing systems. Such experiments
involve human participants or artificial agents and can address specific sociotopographic variables and their
relationships to investigate causal effects and gain amoremechanistic understanding of FoRs and their origins
and variation.

In Section 2, we will first review the challenges of traditional approaches to studying spatial linguistic
phenomena, which largely result from the complex relationships between language and sociotopographic
variables. We will show how causal graphs can help identify clear research questions by breaking up this
complex web of interrelated variables into explicit causal hypotheses. Section 3 discusses how, in such a
framework, evolutionary experiments can complement more traditional approaches by testing specific causal
links that have been identified from observational data. We review a number of computational and behavioral
experiments that have identified some of the potential mechanisms behind the spatial linguistic diversity
observed in natural languages. These experiments demonstrate, for example, that it is possible to show the
causal influence of single variables like “topography” on the selection of spatial referencing strategies.
Furthermore, novel technologies, such as virtual reality, allow for the design of paradigms that elicit spatial
language in very naturalistic or even large-scale settings, while simultaneously allowing for tight experimental
control that enables the systematic testing of isolated effects. Such lab experiments can then be complemented
with computational simulations that allow for the modeling of the evolution of spatial referencing systems
over long time periods or in large populations of agents. The causal mechanisms found to shape spatial
language in these experiments can then be verified against real-world data and thus uncover how spatial
language culturally evolves in response to sociotopographic factors that lead to the striking variation we
observe in the field.

Finally, we therefore conclude that such a “maximum robustness approach”, including fieldwork,
computational models, and lab experiments, is necessary to fully understand the relationship between spatial
linguistic strategies and the environment in terms of their origins and underlying mechanisms.

2 Causality and the limitations of observational data

Speculation about environmental factorsmotivating FoR choice is as old as descriptive fieldwork documenting
the diversity of spatial language: For instance,Wassmann and Dasen (1998) observed that geocentric Balinese
spatial orientation systems shift along the coastline of the island’s northeast peninsula in away that appears to
reflect the local topography. However, it has proven difficult to attribute such variation to a causalmechanism.

1 For an introduction to cumulative cultural evolution, see Richerson and Boyd (2008) and Mesoudi and Thornton (2018).
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The first larger survey of twenty-one languages byMajid et al. (2004: 112) concluded that there is no discernible
pattern which would suggest that environment or sociocultural factors such as dwelling or subsistence style
correlate with a specific FoR.

It has since become clear that a major problem of earlier accounts was the equating of languages with
specific FoRs; that is, using “language” rather than “speech community” or “field site” as the smallest unit of
analysis. More recent comparative studies have shown that there is in fact a significant amount of variation
within languages and speech communities if demographic factors are accounted for (Palmer et al. 2018).
Factors which have been observed to correlate with specific FoR choices include age (Eggleston et al. 2011;
Polian and Bohnemeyer 2011), first language (Bohnemeyer et al. 2015; Donelson 2018; Haun et al. 2011;
Pederson et al. 1998), education or literacy (Danziger and Pederson 1998; Lin 2017; Mishra et al. 2003), gender
(Ameka and Essegbey 2006; Bohnemeyer 2011; Lawton 2001; Le Guen 2011), occupation or subsistence style
(Palmer et al. 2017; Shapero 2017), second language (Lin 2017;Moore 2018; Palmer 2015; Palmer et al. 2017), and
various environmental factors such as settlement type (Adamou and Shen 2017; Mishra et al. 2003; Pederson
et al. 1998) or local topography (Dasen and Mishra 2010; Palmer et al. 2017). Considering these factors within
languages has revealed that even speakers of languages that were traditionally viewed as egocentric, such as
Spanish (Adamou and Shen 2017; Bohnemeyer et al. this issue; Calderón et al. 2019), can prefer geocentric FoR
on certain verbal or non-verbal tasks. This data comparing field sites rather than holistic “languages” suggests
that variation in spatial language and cognition is deeply intertwined with culture and sociotopographic
factors (see Lum et al. this issue). The main challenge is thus to disentangle how these different factors could
shape variation over the course of cultural evolution as languages are used and transmitted to newer
generations.

We suggest that modeling these cultural evolutionary processes and isolating explanatory variables is
crucial to overcome some of the limitations of traditional descriptive approaches. For example, comparative
fieldwork is costly and time-consuming. A survey of FoR use among thirteen Mesoamerican languages
required a large-scale research project involving many collaborators (O’Meara and Pérez Báez 2011). Hence,
many descriptions of spatial grammars stem from different research groups using different methods and even
different theoretical frameworks, leading to differences in terms of, for example, how FoRs are defined and
coded (Bohnemeyer et al. 2015: 175). Thismakes it hard to performmeta-analyses on data collected by different
researchers, sometimes decades apart. Similarly, the complex nature of cultural phenomena involving many
variables means that any new field site might reveal another previously unknown factor, which, in order to
make a universal claim, should ideally be accounted for in all related studies, although this is often impossible
post hoc. For instance, Palmer et al. (2017) developed the SociotopographicModel fromhis earlier Topographic
CorrespondenceHypothesis (2015) after further studies revealed that social variables like subsistence style can
modulate the effect of topography. The idiosyncratic nature and specific history of a cultural community can
challenge previous theories: Contrary to predictions derived from previous research, Calderón et al. (2019)
observe that Spanish monolinguals in Mexico make use of geocentric conceptualizations that seem to have
been transmitted from the surrounding indigenous languages. Additionally, it is often difficult to compare
physical environments, since linguists rarely record geospatial data and there is no simple categorical clas-
sification system of the earth’s crust that can easily be correlatedwith specific FoR choices (Bohnemeyer 2016).
Cross-sectional data sets further bear the risk of spurious correlations. The more variables we include in a
statistical model, the more likely it is that some of them will spuriously appear to be associated with the
outcome variable. Recent years have seen an increase in correlational studies, such as studies which link
linguistic features to economic behavior (e.g., Chen 2013; Feldmann 2019; Kim et al. 2017). However, without
proper theoretical motivation and without taking into account possible confounds, such as the problem that
cultural datapoints are not independent from each other (“Galton’s problem”; see Naroll 1961), such corre-
lations can hardly be assumed to be robust (Roberts and Winters 2013).

For spatial language, we therefore suggest taking amore careful, robust, and causal approach, as laid out
byRoberts (2018). Roberts contrasts a “maximumvaliditymethod”with a “maximum robustnessmethod”. The
former means using the most relevant (or “valid”) test to address a formulated hypothesis and accepting the
result as the optimal evaluation. The maximum robustness approach, on the other hand, does not favor a
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specific analysis to support a theory. Instead, the same hypothesis is tested with various methodologies on
different data sets controlling for different effects, and a result is only considered “robust” if evidence con-
verges and the effect survives this assessment. The problem is that linguists tend to favor themaximumvalidity
method, while cultural evolutionary processes usually involve “long chain[s] of causal connections that span
many disciplines and large range of appropriate methodologies” (Roberts 2018: 2), which the maximum
robustness approach is better suited to address.

Take for example Bohnemeyer et al.’s (2015) work on Mesoamerican languages, where different predictor
variables (such as topography or L2-Spanish use) vary in whether they significantly explain variance in FoR
usage depending on specifications of different generalized linear mixed effects models. While the effect of
topography (which only came out significant in one of fourmodels), for example, might not be strong enough to
support claims about the environment affecting FoR usage, such observational data is nevertheless well suited
for the development of theories that appear consistent with observations made by other authors (e.g., Palmer
et al. 2017; Wassmann and Dasen 1998). We therefore argue that observations from fieldwork can motivate
evolutionary hypotheses that can then be tested in the lab or modeled computationally (see Section 3).

A novel way of representing such theories in evolutionary linguistics is using “causal graphs” (Pearl 2009;
Pearl and Mackenzie 2018), which allow hypotheses to be expressed and which take into account potential
confounds.2 A new tool, the Causal Hypotheses in Evolutionary Linguistics Database (CHIELD, https://chield.
excd.org), is currently in development (see Roberts et al. 2020 for details on how to use the database). The idea
behind CHIELD is that it allows causal claims extracted from research papers to be represented in the form of
causal graphs, such as Figure 1, which shows the hypothesis graph based on a paper by Haviland (1993).

Haviland suggests that there is a causal link between the linguistic FoR and the gestural FoR, and more
specifically that speakers preferring an absolute FoR relying on cardinal terms would orient their body
according to cardinal directions as well when using co-speech gestures (e.g., when recalling a past event). All
three links displayed in Figure 1 are based on qualitative observational data from video recordings of a single
Guugu Yimithirr speaker. We can therefore consider them links that need to be empirically verified. CHIELD
makes it easy to explore connections between documents through recurring causal links in the literature: The
database reveals that another paper by Haun and Rapold (2009) did experimentally investigate the link
between linguistic FoR and bodily orientation.3 They tested how fifty German children and thirty-five children

Figure 1: A simple causal graph based on hypothesized links between the use of an absolute frame of reference and body
orientation during gesturing taken from Haviland (1993). The graph was generated using CHIELD (Roberts et al. 2020) and can be
accessed at https://chield.excd.org/document.html?key=haviland1993anchoring#.

2 A detailed introduction to the construction of causal graphs is beyond the scope of this paper. For an overview, see McElreath
2020; Roberts et al. 2020: Chs. 5 and 6). A step-by-step guide for how to make hypotheses explicit and draw a causal graph is
provided by Roberts (2018).
3 CHIELD allows specifying whether a link represents a hypothesis or is, e.g., based on qualitative or experimental evidence. Links
can also be associated with a particular stage in language evolution (preadaptation, co-evolution, cultural evolution, or language
change; see Scott-Phillips and Kirby 2010).
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speaking ≠Akhoe Hai||om – a language spoken in Namibia that prefers the absolute FoR – would orient their
body when memorizing dance movements and found that their linguistic FoR preference significantly pre-
dicted their orientation during recall, supporting Haviland’s (1993) original hypothesis.

In thisway, causal graphs allow relationships between theorized variables to be represented and links that
need to be empirically tested to be identified. Additionally, once research into spatial language has beenmade
available in CHIELD, connections between studies can be used to identify conflicts; an example of this can be
seen in Figure 2.

The causal graph in Figure 2 shows a well-known disagreement between Li and Gleitman (2002) and
Levinson et al. (2002) on whether environmental landmark cues influence FoR choice on linguistic and
cognitive tasks. As more papers are coded and causal graphs are added to the database, CHIELD can also
represent more complex hypotheses involving many factors (topography, subsistence style, bilingualism,
etc.). Formal representations of causal links are especially useful whenmore than three variables are involved
(see, e.g., Roberts [2018] for a formalization of the relationship between climate and tone) and can even be
derived algorithmically from observational data (Blasi and Roberts 2017).

It should be highlighted that observational data is essential in generating these hypothesis graphs, where
each node represents a variable that has been observed to affect spatial language. For instance, work on Tseltal
(Polian and Bohnemeyer 2011) suggests that local salient slopes could correlate with the use of a geocentric
uphill–downhill FoR strategy (discussed in the following section). The next step is to convincingly demon-
strate that this relationship can be attributed to a general mechanism that systematically shapes variation in
spatial language based on the presence versus absence of particular types of landmarks. The following section
outlines experimental and computational methods that can be used to model such mechanisms by studying
the emergence and evolution of different spatial referencing systems under carefully controlled conditions.

3 Addressing causality with models and experiments

Beyond traditional cross-cultural experiments, evolutionary linguistics offers a methodological toolkit for
addressing phenomena at various timescales, includingmodeling the adhoc emergence of linguistic structure.
While experiments have mostly focused on the basic building blocks of language like compositionality,
combinatoriality, or arbitrariness (Tamariz 2017), recent studies address how external variables related to the
environment or communicative context can motivate systematic differences between artificial languages
emerging in interaction (Winters et al. 2015) or over cultural transmission (Tinits et al. 2017). For instance, Raviv
et al. (2019) found that artificial languages emerging in larger laboratory communities develop a more sys-
tematic grammar, which supports earlier statistical observations suggesting relations between linguistic and
social structure (Lupyan and Dale 2010). Another study by Nölle et al. (2020a) tested whether environmental

Figure 2: Example of a causal
graph revealing a conflict in
the literature. Note that X → Y
specifies causal links, while
X —| Y denotes that X has no
causal influence on Y. Colors
refer to specific publications.
The graph was generated
using CHIELD (Roberts et al.
2020).
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affordances could affect two-dimensional spatial conceptualizations in the Maze Game, a collaborative task
that has previously been used to study the emergence and diffusion of linguistic conventions in dialog (Garrod
and Doherty 1994). They found that the presence of specific maze configurations and salient landmarks (e.g.,
figural shapes) predicted how participants would describe locations in the maze, suggesting that spatial
linguistic strategies are sensitive to salient landmarks in the environment where they are grounded.

A recent innovation of laboratory paradigms is the possibility of studying spatial language on a “large”
scale. Classical tasks used to study spatial referencing and cognition cross-culturally, such as Man and Tree
(Levinson et al. 1992), Ball and Chair (e.g., O’Meara and Pérez Báez 2011), and the Animals in a Row task
(Levinson and Schmitt 1993), usually involve relations between objects in small-scale tabletop space or
photographs. While these tasks are very effective in evoking spatial linguistic descriptions, these descriptions
can be highly task-specific and are not necessarily informative about the use of FoR with respect to distant
objects or landmarks. In the real world, geocentric spatial language is usually embedded in situated social
interactions involving wayfinding or other spatial tasks in complex large-scale environments: For instance,
Palmer and colleagues report that Dhivehi speakers on fishing islands use more geocentric descriptions than
speakers on non-fishing islands, and similarly that Marshallese speakers living in Springdale Arkansas, who
have an urban lifestyle and participate in activities such as driving, use more egocentric and less geocentric
descriptions thanmembers of speech communities on the Marshall Islands (Palmer et al. 2017, 2018). How can
potential links between these variables be tested? It appears difficult to support such statistical findings with
controlled laboratory experiments that try to isolate the causal contribution of factors such as engagementwith
the sea or urban mobility. Real-world environments are complex, noisy, and hard to control across many
experimental trials. Traditionally, experimental control and ecological validity have therefore been considered
the ends of a continuum (Peeters 2019): at one end, approaches like conversation analysis allow observing
communication in its full multimodal richness, but necessarily sacrifice control over participants’ behavior
and communicative conditions; while at the other end, highly abstract tasks, like picture-naming or reaction
time experiments, allow researchers to isolate specific conditions and phenomena but are far removed from
naturalistic conversation.

However, as suggested by Peeters (2019), it is increasingly becoming clear that experimental control and
ecological validity are two orthogonal factors of experimental design, rather than the ends of a continuum. It is
now possible to generate finely controlled virtual environments that remain constant over experimental
sessions and trials. For instance, Lum and Schlossberg (2014) devised the Virtual Atoll Task (VAT), a virtual
large-scale analog of classical director-matcher tasks, such as the Man and Tree game, where participants
explore a virtual 3D model of an atoll displayed on a computer screen. The task was meant to elicit large-scale
spatial descriptions in amore realistic setting closer to real-world wayfinding. While some limitations resulted
from the task design and controls (which could bias egocentric behavior), the VAT was the first experiment to
successfully demonstrate the elicitation of spatial language in a more naturalistic large-scale environment.

Immersive virtual reality (VR) paradigms that enable even more realistic interaction with a virtual world
are already established in rehabilitation therapy (Bohil et al. 2011; Gould et al. 2007) and spatial navigation
research (Tarr and Warren 2002), but have only recently been introduced to the language sciences (Heyselaar
et al. 2017; Peeters 2019). VR setups have great potential for studying spatial language, since they allow
researchers to control factors such as the environmental layout, the size and shape of objects, and participants’
orientation and perspective, and to model field sites that are normally not easily accessible.

Additionally, VR allows for the manipulation of otherwise realistic tasks in unprecedented ways. For
example, Nölle et al. (2020b) describe OrbHunt, a collaborative VR game where a “director” has to commu-
nicate the location of “orbs” to a “seeker” in order to score points. This is very similar to theMaze Game (Garrod
and Doherty 1994; Nölle et al. 2020a) in that location descriptions are necessary to solve the task. However, in
OrbHunt both players have a natural first-person perspective and elicited descriptions refer to locations in
actual 3D space. VR further allows researchers to create an incentive for communicating spatial locations by
limiting the distance from which the seeker can see orbs (which cannot be controlled in the real world), and it
allows for a comparison of the exact same task across different topographic environments, namely a noticeably
sloping environment versus a flat environment that resembled a dense forest (see Figure 3). Although both
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environments afforded fully egocentric solutions and participantswere English speakers, who generally prefer
an egocentric FoR, it was found that FoR strategies differed depending on whether a salient uphill–downhill
axis was present, which afforded geocentric descriptions similar to Tseltal (Polian and Bohnemeyer 2011).
While dyads used amultitude of description strategies, they relied less on the egocentric FoRwhen playing on
the slope and utilized more allocentric strategies, that is, strategies based on geocentric uphill, downhill, and
across (see Figure 3C). This provides experimental evidence for the hypothesis that the presence of landmark
cues can motivate specific linguistic FoRs (compare Figure 2).

Nölle et al. (2020b) also undertook a second experiment, which tested how spatial referencing strategies
adapt to shifting environments. In two conditions, dyads either started playing OrbHunt in the forest or on the
slope and switched to the other environment after five rounds. Results indicated that participants in both
conditions (and thus block orders, i.e., sequences in which the environments were encountered) were readily
able to flexibly switch their FoR strategies in response to the environment at hand (Figure 4).

By isolating the environment as an independent variable, these VR experiments demonstrate that, in
ecologically rich settings, topographic cues alone can affect the spatial referencing strategies chosen by English
speakers to communicate locations on a large scale. Future studies can extend these findings and compare
speakers of different languages (e.g., those relying on a predominantly geocentric system) and different envi-
ronments (e.g., urban vs. rural), as well as different tasks and scales. The advantage of VR really lies in the fact
that all aspects of the task can be tightly controlled. For instance, it is possible to test whether participants adapt
the strategy they use to reference configurations of objects on the large scale when they have to suddenly switch
to talking about arrays of the same objects shrunk to tabletop space. This could help address questions about
how different scales and the existence of manipulable objects affect FoR use (see Bohnemeyer et al. 2018).

An additional OrbHunt experiment showed that it is also possible to study the emergence of spatial refer-
encing systems per se andhowsuch systems evolve in response to external conditions (seeNölle 2021: Ch. 5). The
experiment took an “experimental semiotics” approach (Galantucci et al. 2012), where participants solving the
OrbHunt game were deprived of their ability to use language and had to invent a novel communication system
via visual signals instead. It was found that participants were able to do so successfully, and that movement
patterns and gaze directions recorded in the VR could be used to draw conclusions about which FoR strategies
were associated with the signals they sent to each other. This study is thus a first preliminary step for modeling

Figure 3: Screenshots from the OrbHunt game (director’s viewpoint) in the slope (A) and forest (B) environments. English-
speaking participants were significantly less likely to rely purely on egocentric descriptions if they were playing on the mountain
slope (C).
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the possible stages in the evolution of spatial referencing systems and how these systems are affected by internal
cognitive biases and sociotopographic variables, which can then be compared against real-world data to get a
mechanistic picture of how spatial linguistic diversity is motivated and transmitted culturally.

Finally, such laboratory experiments can be integratedwith agent-basedmodels that simulate how spatial
language might evolve in the context of various factors: environmental constraints, sensorimotor perception,
cognitive abilities, social interaction, and cultural dynamics (Spranger 2016). The advantage of suchmodels is
that they can simulate the evolution of spatial referencing systems over larger timescales and bigger pop-
ulations, and systematically explore how small changes in the environment (number of objects, availability of
geocentric landmarks, etc.) or the agents’ cognitive abilities affect the evolution of FoR systems. Importantly,
these experiments complement behavioral experiments by explicitly and transparently modeling agent-
internal mechanisms.

For instance, robotic models by Spranger (2011, 2013) show (1) how spatial conceptualization strategies
can be represented in thememory of each agent and (2) how social interactions between agents of a population
give rise to emerging language conventions. In particular, Spranger shows how spatial conceptualization
strategies can be built by individual agents in a process of recruitment of general cognitive abilities such as
categorization and perspective reversal, and how these strategies can become conventionalized through
repeated interactions of agents of a population. Thework shows that particular FoR choices of a population can
arise in agents with the same cognitive abilities but in different ecological conditions. For example, Figure 5
shows the results of different populations evolving spatial language in environmentswith different availability
of geocentric (environment-centered) or intrinsic (object-centered) features and the effect of this on the evo-
lution of the communication systems.

Other agent-based models have focused on the emergence of spatial categories (Spranger 2012a),
landmark-based strategies (Spranger 2012b), and spatial grammar (Spranger and Steels 2012). The research
primarily shows that agents need internal representations of competing conventions for spatial conceptual-
ization and their expression. The studies also identify specific mechanisms for the agent-internal update of
these strategies to achieve population-level alignment and how population choices are influenced by
ecological conditions (Spranger 2016).

Figure 4: Results for the second OrbHunt experiment (Nölle et al. 2020b) showing proportions of FoR strategies over ten rounds
for block orders. Participants started in either the forest (left) or the slope (right) and switched environments after playing five
rounds.
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4 Conclusions

Languages are complex adaptive systems that evolve non-linearly according to principles of self-organization
and selection in interaction with internal and external constraints (Beckner et al. 2009). Recent typological
work (reviewed in Section 2) has revealed that, similarly, variation in spatial referencing presents a complex

Figure 5: Spatial linguistic systems created by robots in interaction reflect the presence and absence of intrinsic and absolute
(i.e., geocentric) features in their environment. Left panel: Robotic agents have to solve referential communication games
communicating about colored objects in the scene. To disambiguate referents, they can rely on intrinsic properties of objects
(e.g., the yellow block in front of the landmark) or invariant geocentric features (e.g., the yellow block north of the red block). Right
panel: Absolute spatial referencing systems evolve in environments where only geocentric features are available (far left on the x-
axis), while intrinsic systems develop when only intrinsic features are available (far right on the x-axis). If both types of features
are present, the agents tend to develop mixed systems that rely on both FoRs. See Spranger (2016) for further details.

Figure 6: Schematic cycle using themaximumrobustness approach to investigate the relationship between spatial language and
sociotopographic variables.
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problem at the intersection of language, culture, and cognition that can only be addressed with multiple
methods in order to disentangle how different variables interact with FoR choice.

In this paper,wehave suggested that an interdisciplinary “maximum robustness” approach (Roberts 2018)
in combination with experiments and computational models simulating the origins and evolution of spatial
language can fill this gap. Initially, descriptive, cross-sectional work is necessary to identify relevant patterns
in the form of statistical tendencies among speech communities. We have shown how causal graphs can be
used to explicitly define hypotheses, which can then be incrementally tested to reveal robust relationships
using experiments that can test causal links, avoid spurious correlations andmodel the emergence of variation
on a more mechanistic level (see Figure 6).

In this regard, research into spatial language can benefit from novel methodologies that have recently
been introduced to study the cultural evolution of language. Computationalmodels can simulate the evolution
and transmission of spatial language in large populations over long timescales while accounting for internal
and external mechanisms. VR experiments with human participants can be used to study actual human
behavior under controlled conditions with increased ecological validity. Future studies relying on a combi-
nation of these methods can address a variety of questions: Are egocentric systems more flexible than
geocentric ones? Are egocentric FoRs more easily applied to the small scale (i.e., tabletop space)? Which
systems fare better in different urban environments? What activities favor the integration of geocentric cues?
How do strategies diffuse within and across communities? Taken together, this evolutionary approach can
address questions derived from qualitative observations by explicitly modeling the potential stages in the
cultural evolution of spatial language and shed light on how sociotopographic factors shape the variation in
spatial referencing systems among the world’s languages.
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